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Six Degrees Of Freedom with
the Mahler Chamber Orchestra
NIGEL JOPSON talks to 3D sound specialist HENRIK OPPERMANN
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collaborative project was presented to the VR
audience in the very same venue it was recorded in,
the atmospheric Berliner Kulturbüro Elisabeth.
This suggests how performers could in future use

VR to extend regional concerts to ‘mini residencies’,
enabling audiences to experience music in a less
structured, but more granular style than a
traditional performance.
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e were fortunate enough to be invited
to a unique recording in Berlin — 47
members of the Mahler Chamber
Orchestra came together to record
Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream for a
unique 6DOF (Six Degrees Of Freedom) immersive
audio experience. The recording was significant
for a number of reasons: the innovative technical
implementation, facilitated by Sennheiser’s
AMBEO team, which highlights some interesting
ideas (not just for VR) for improvements in future
sound recording. Also, that a classical orchestra
— albeit an unusual one governed by its own
players — considered it an imperative to take the
time to create an ‘appointment to hear’ digital
audio experience. On a personal level, it was
fantastic to re-visit recording location the
Meistersaal, Potsdamer Platz (Resolution V10.1) — a
magnificent space I had not visited since working
at Hansa Studios many years ago.
VR listeners and viewers of the recording will be
transported directly into the performance amidst
the orchestra, to be premiered at a special digital
installation. Precision distance modelling allows
the headset-wearing audience to roam around
freely within the orchestra, with accurate modelling
of every instrument. Two successful smaller scale
VR experiences and installations, Future Presence
I: Mozart String Quintet, and Future Presence II:
Ives Ensemble, precede the Mendelssohn project.
The digital experience for the initial Mozart

/ VR musicians are represented as moving point clouds

Playing in an
orchestra is an
immersive
experience —
with VR and
immersive sound,
we can share
that experience
with you
The VR audio experience

I expect some music production pros reading this
are wondering what relevance a VR project might
have for them, so I will describe my own
experience of Future Presence I: Mozart String
Quintet. VR goggles on, I find myself standing in an
empty brick venue facing the quartet. The
musicians are represented as coloured point
clouds. They look ethereal — which is cool — I was
afraid the musician images would have more of a
kinematic chain ‘crash test dummy’ look.
The ghost-like point source visual images
encourage me to go and stand actually within the
violinist’s body: the sound in my headphones
becomes super close — it’s as close as possible to
the experience of manoeuvring impolitely near to
an acoustic performer — like recording engineers
do when positioning mics. As the violinist sways
slightly away from me in time to the music, I hear
the timbre of the bow change and I feel a little
more of the room ambience. I have fun finding a
sound balance — I’ve always enjoyed a hefty
quartet sound so I’m low down by the cellist. The
experience is pretty much exactly the same as
moving around in a nice recording room with an
ensemble playing, finding the correct position for
your mics. Of course the trained ear is going to pick
out a few signs of crossfades — is that a touch of
extra ‘verb on the cello when I walk right to the
back? But the experience is incredibly realistic.
If you’ve played VR games, in which foley
sounds (often meticulously recorded) are ‘placed’
within a game sound field, this experience is
completely different. Henrik Oppermann, (Artistic
Partner for the MCO Immersive Experiences and
part of the Sennheiser AMBEO team) has done a
fantastic job recreating a very, very authentic 6DOF
soundfield.
What is Six Degrees of Freedom in sound? VR
systems allow the listener to move in three
rotational plus three transitional degrees of
freedom. The apparent angles and distances of the
sound sources depend on the listener’s
(unpredictable) position. There have been several
AES papers and academic studies on how 6DOF
can be achieved, but many studies actually start
from some rather old-fashioned assumptions of
‘what a microphone is’, or how recording
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engineers actually use mics for recording today.
Oppermann has utilised an innovative approach to
achieve a very realistic and high-resolution 6DOF
for acoustic instruments, which owes much to the
modern multi-mic approach familiar to all
recording engineers. But there’s a twist – he’s using
some polar pattern magic to create spatial sound.
Oppermann’s employed innovative mashups of
game, VR and music recording techniques in a
quite unusual way.

The MCO and Henrik Oppermann met back in
2019, when they worked together on Symphony, a
virtual reality project featuring renowned
Venezuelan conductor and violinist Gustavo
Dudamel. Since June 2020, the collaboration has
continued in the form of the three MCO digital
projects in a curated sequence to restore “the
natural acoustic responsiveness of a live
performance while opening new possibilities for
interaction between listener, performer,

/ Neumann MCM positioned close to violin F-hole
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/ Mic positioning of Neumann MCM on clarinet and French horn

instrument and sound”. I sat down with
Oppermann to discover how he achieved this, and
what recording engineers can learn for the future
from some of the innovative techniques used.

/ Orchestral control room (Henrik Oppermann, standing)
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Henrik Oppermann — 3D sound specialist
Audio for VR vs. stereo or 5.1 — what’s the
difference?
What I’m trying to explore with these projects is

proximity to sound and distance, and being close to
the source, experiencing details and also
experiencing sound in space. I think in immersive
audio, it’s very important that you actually ‘play’
with distance. Coming from a stereo background
you always try to have sound sources up front — of
course you have a sound field — but you’re always
mixing more to the front.
Looking at VR experiences, you actually have a
sound source you can walk around, and you want
to have the correct [aural] distance information.
With regular recording techniques, it’s very hard to
have this distance modelling available. You need to
have multiple factors of information in space, in
order to get a realistic distance modelling
behaviour.
This is what we’re exploring with this project
and we’re finding a lot of new rules on how to work
with this medium. A lot of rules that you have in
the stereo domain or in the 5.1 surround domain
are not applicable. It’s a new set of rules — kind of
more forgiving, but there are more points to
address and to think about.
What was the micing approach, with the quintet
recording for example?
Each of the five musicians had a Sennheiser MKH
800 Twin microphone. It was the same setup for
the Charles Ives piece. The special thing about this
dual capsule Sennheiser mic is that the signals of
both transducers are not combined in the
microphone, but are available separately as two
channels at the microphone output, so the polar
pattern can be adjusted remotely on the mixing
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/ Reaper is the DAW of choice

desk and even in post-production. I think it’s an
underused technology.
Considering ‘six degrees of freedom’ — where
you can walk freely around the sound source — the
MKH 800 outputs have quite an interesting
application — because you can put them into a
video-game audio engine. Based on your [virtual]
distance to the sound source, you can then change
the polar pattern. That means when I’m close to the
sound source, I’m just listening to a cardioid signal.
I positioned the mics very close, so you get all
the details, you can really hear the bow going over
the strings, you can even hear the musicians
breathe. When you [virtually] step away from the
sound source, it transforms dynamically [in the
game engine mixer] into an omni microphone,
giving you a natural sound which is more distant.
The detailed sounds also naturally disappear
[ramped down in the game engine], something
which we would struggle to emulate with regular
distance modelling, with just EQ or something.
This is a very nice way to emulate distance on a
hardware basis.
Is it a smooth transition between the two
Sennheiser MKH 800 capsules?
The goal is to make the VR audio behave ‘as in
reality’, the orchestra was very generous and
allowed me to walk around, explore and get a
reference. Regular distance modelling is that one
sound source is ramping up when you’re getting
closer, so it’s just getting louder. We also have a
negative ramp. So when I’m getting closer [in the VR
experience], the distant signal gets lower in volume,
and the signal transforms into a cardioid pattern.
Which gaming engine was used for mixing?
This is all being mixed in the cross-platform Unity
engine, there is an audio engine to create these
experiences. It kind of works in a similar way to
plug-ins, and there are bespoke scripts, but I had to

/ Experience the orchestra… virtually

In the future we will have a different way of
approaching space, and how as recording
engineers we place sound sources
do quite a few things which were not already
implemented. I had help from Unity game
programmers but I also did my own programming
quite a bit.
What is the mic setup today for the full
orchestra?
Here we had a different approach because it’s very
hard to get 48 MKH 800 Twin microphones! I was
only able to get 24 — for the remaining individual
mics we used Neumann MCM (the newly
introduced electret Miniature Clip Microphone).
The MCM was a good solution because movement
is always an issue with certain instruments, and
musicians should be able to move freely. With the
mic actually attached to the instrument I’m very,
very close, and I can capture all this detail. Then I
have a second layer of microphones, which is kind
of like a regular recording setup, but these are all
Twins. So I still have the [hardware] distance
modelling behaviour available to me.
How do the electret clip mics integrate with the
‘normal’ recording setup?
If you virtually walk around the orchestra and
you’re located with the first violins, and the second
violins are on the other side, you are only listening
to the Sennheiser MKH 800 Twins. If you approach
them closely, the sound transforms [within the
game engine] into the signal of the Neumann MCM
microphones and you get all the detail. It’s quite a
lot of audio management and dynamic mixing,

based on your positioning within the orchestra, but
I have considerable control of how it behaves.
Is phasing between the 102 microphones a
problem?
Phasing is not actually an issue anymore. What I do
is put sound sources back in space, so you have this
kind of phase alignment anyway. I do not need
time alignment because I don’t have a single
reference of a ‘spot’. If a signal is bleeding into
another microphone, if two musicians are playing
close together, basically the rule of the first wave
applies. So even if I have a signal present in a
different microphone, I still have the perception of
the correct space, because the sound occurs first
within the correct space, and this is how the sound
field builds.
So, if we wanted to describe the audio mixing
process for VR in Dolby Atmos terms, there is no
bed, only sound objects?
Yes, everything is an object. I am recording some
room mics today, but they are only for musical
reference. This is because every sound source has
the ability to become a ‘room mic’, with VR.
Is the sound recording a VR-only experience?
It’s definitely intended for a digital installation. You
can’t download it and just experience it at home
because you would need to have quite a big space
in order to walk around it! The premiere will be
held at Radialsystem in Berlin (a 19th-century
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Recording equipment for Future
Presence III: Mendelssohn Orchestra
Microphones
24 x Sennheiser MKH 800 TWIN 48 x Neumann MCM
7 x Sennheiser MKH 8040
3 x Neumann KM 184

/ The recording team (l/r): Hannah Schmeise, (3D Sound Assistant and Editing), Florian B.
Schmidt (Tonmeister), Ann-Christine Bromm (3D Sound Assistant), Johannes Kares (3D
Sound Assistant), Henrik Oppermann (Artistic Partner and 3D Sound Engineer), Jonas Ritter
(3D Sound Assistant)

pumping station with waterside terrace, used for performance), which means we have
all this space and you can dive into a virtual reality. The quintet was presented in the
Berliner Kulturbüro Elisabeth, so it was premiered in the same venue within which it
was recorded.
In an ideal world, when augmented reality is further developed, then you could go
into Meistersaal and see the actual space, and the actual MCO in there. This type of
installation will come, so we are basically preparing for the future. The idea is to get
people to travel to the digital show and experience it in a very controlled way, and to
give them a very good experience, although of course we can create any kind of content
from this recording.
How would you generate a stereo or Dolby Atmos ‘down mix’ from this project?
Because I’m recreating this sound field, you can then just take a virtual listener, choose
the best position with a nice balance and have this either as a stereo, binaural or Atmos
listener. Alternatively, having an ambisonic sound field that you can implement with
head-tracking later on. I think in the future we will have a different way of approaching
space, and how [as recording engineers] we place sound sources.
So music recording in general could, in future, benefit from this sort of VR/game
engine approach?
Yes — for instance — when recording an acoustic drum kit, you’re always fighting to align
microphones, and phasing is definitely an issue. But if you would make a 3D model of a
drum kit and scan it, which is very simple nowadays — with your smartphone — then you
could assign the sound sources in virtual space and all your phasing issues are resolved. I
think there’s lots of things that we need to think about and develop further.

Timothy Summers — artistic director of Future Presence, violinist of
the MCO
Why did the MCO devote so much time to this project?
It’s been very clear that these technological developments are so profound that there’s no
choice but to treat them in the same way as other artistic partnerships, because they’re
shaking the foundations of other things that we might have otherwise called artistic
partnerships, and we [as orchestras] should look into them and we should fund them. It
brings all sorts of artistic possibilities immediately out of this technical experimentation.

Artistically, what have you learnt from the Future Presence projects so far?
It turned out to show something very interesting: I would say it was something about
polyphony, there was the idea that the voices were separate, and yet coming together.
This was different from regular recording where you get a mix, and then the mix
becomes a single ‘work’. So you have both the togetherness and the separateness of the
players represented. This was a very interesting relationship, for me, with the way the
score is written, and all the shapes on the score were suddenly more evident — all kinds
of things that we (as musicians) enjoy in a score — suddenly audiences can actually hear
[as musicians in an orchestra do] if we record in this new way.
The central element of the MCO’s Artistic Partnership with Henrik Oppermann is
that we are both interested in the meaning and possibilities of sound, and right now
Henrik is doing beautiful work in the realm of spatial immersive sound. Our work opens
up a world of new possibilities for creation, exploration and engagement in the digital
realm. But in the end, it is only possible because we can work in such detail, and with
such friendly fluency, with Henrik. It has been a great pleasure to create things with
him, and we look forward to many fascinating projects in the future.
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Audio interfaces and monitoring
2 x Merging Technologies Horus (48 mic pre-amps each)
1 x Merging Technologies Hapi (16 mic pre-amps)
1 x Merging Technologies Anubis (monitoring)
Signal flow
The Ravenna-compatible
audio interfaces are placed
within the orchestra,
enabling the use of very
short XLR mic cables. This
in turn will keep any noise
to a minimum. A single
network cable then delivers
all microphone signals to a
high-performance laptop
running the Reaper DAW
software.

/ Merging Technologies Horus

Sennheiser MKH 800 TWIN
The MKH 800 TWIN is a
universal studio condenser
microphone featuring a
dual capsule design. The
signals of its two linear,
symmetrical push-pull
transducers are not
combined in the
microphone to generate
different pick-up patterns
but are available separately
as two channels at the
microphone output. This
allows the pick-up pattern
of the MKH 800 TWIN to
be remotely adjusted. The
signals can be combined in / Sennheiser MKH 800 TWIN
any desired way in the
mixing console in order to create all pick-up patterns from
omni-directional to figure-8 with an infinite number of
intermediate stages. Saving the microphone signals as
two channels allows an unlimited range of mixes to be
realised in postproduction or at a later date.
Unity game engine
Unity’s audio system imports most standard audio file
formats. It allows you to mix and master in real time, and
it can replicate 3D spatial sound effects like echo, object
movement and reverb. To simulate the effects of
position, Unity requires sounds to originate from ‘Audio
Sources’ attached to objects. The sounds emitted are
then picked up by an ‘Audio Listener’ attached to
another object, most often the ‘main camera’ [goggle
viewpoint]. The Unity development platform supports
building games for more than 19 different platforms,
including mobile, desktop, consoles, and VR, and is free
for personal use or smaller companies generating less
than $200,000 annually.

